[Detection of early neoplasia in Barrett's oesophagus: focus attention on index endoscopy in short-segment-Barrett's oesophagus with random biopsies].
Detecting early neoplasias in Barrett's oesophagus (BE) is challenging. Recent publications have been focusing on improving the detection of such lesions during Barrett's surveillance. However in a recently published Danish register study calculating the risk for cancer-development in BE two-thirds of the diagnosed tumors were identified during the first examination or in the first year. This means that index endoscopy might be more effective than surveillance in detecting early neoplasia in BE. In the period from January 2010 to April 2011, all patients who consecutively presented with a diagnosis of early neoplastic changes in BE were recorded prospectively. The analysis included data for 121 patients. In patients with short-segment BE (SSBE), neoplasia was only diagnosed in 6 % of cases in the surveillance examination, compared with 44 % of cases in long-segment BE (LSBE). The neoplastic lesion was identified visually in 43 patients (36 %) during the external EGD. Type II tumours were detected in 40 % (39/98) and were correctly assessed as neoplastic in 25 % of cases (24/98). 1. in patients with SSBE almost all early tumours are diagnosed by index endoscopy and not by Barrett's surveillance; 2. around 40 % of all early neoplasias are endoscopically invisible and are only diagnosed using four-quadrant biopsies; 3. the macroscopic tumour type has a substantial influence on the detection rate for neoplasia. If efforts to increase the detection rate for early neoplasia in BE are focused solely on the Barrett's surveillance method, then only a minority of patients - 20 % in the present group - will benefit from the measure. German clinical trials register, DRKS00 004 168.